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FROM THE EDITOR

“At ACI Africa, we are fully
aware that staying competitive
and up-to-date can be
challenging. We are therefore
pursuing our knowledgeoriented vision to reskill or
upskill airport workforces…”

Quisque nec justo a turpis posuere tristique.
Maecenas condimentum tincidunt lorem. Vestibulum vel
tellus. Sed vulputate. Morbi massa nunc, convallis a,

EDITORIAL

Ali TOUNSI
Secretary General, ACI Africa

program covers a large spectrum of
compelling
issues:
airport
sustainability and resilience, airport
infrastructure,
capacity
building,
passenger expectations and a clientcentric approach, non-aeronautical
revenues,
safety
&
security,
certi�ication, digital transformation and
cyber maturity.

kyʼs the limit: Discovering
opportunities
within
change”, the ACI Africa/
World Annual General Assembly,
Conference and Exhibition theme is a
very appropriate one.

“S

I would like to extend my deepest
thanks to our host, the O�ice National
Des Aéroports (ONDA) for such a warm
welcome and congratulate the
organising team for their e�iciency and
dedication.

It reveals the shifting mood within the
aviation industry which is �ighting back
more united and with the clear
observation that a lasting and
prosperous recovery is based on
solidarity and cooperation.

Marrakesh, the city of dreams, and of a
thousand and one nights, will be the
ideal place for networking and sharing
experiences.

It also depicts that it is the right time to
both imagine and actively build a better
and more sustainable industry for
present and future generations to reap
aviationʼs social and economic bene�its.
Airports are continually challenged to
meet growing service expectations
from regulators, airlines, passengers
and stakeholders while optimising
operational costs and management
e�iciency.
WAGA 2022 will bring together in
Marrakesh more than 700 global
airport professionals and experts to
support African airportsʼ quest for
excellence and innovation.
The

WAGA 2022 will certainly be an
opportunity to discuss current issues, to
identify a common vision and move
forward together with con�idence.
As ACI Africa embarks on its fourth
decade, it remains determined to
support the strategy and roadmap of all
African airports towards enhanced
safety, security, best industry practices,
decarbonisation, digital transformation
and sustainability.

carbon by 2050. Together, we shall
progress from commitment to
implementation.
One of the biggest challenges of today –
and the future – is undoubtedly around
climate change. We must therefore
ensure that airport infrastructure
projects are delivered sustainably and
that new and existing airports are
resilient to climate risk.
At ACI Africa, we are fully aware that
staying competitive and up-to-date can
be challenging. We are therefore
pursuing our knowledge-oriented vision
to reskill or upskill airport workforces
with the setting up of the Sustainable
Aviation Academy (SAA) under the
African Airports Development Program.
This is yet another e�ective and userfriendly tool to accompany Africa
airports on the path to net zero carbon.
Sustainability should be a priority for
African airports. It should be embedded
within their overall vision and
development strategy.
The impact of the pandemic has helped
to trigger a signi�icant step change, with
organisations and governments eyeing
a “green” post-pandemic recovery.
The
airport
community
and
stakeholders must seize this unique
opportunity to think, work and grow
together in a holistic approach.

African airports, like those in other
regions, have responded stoically to the
health and economic crisis. They are
now on the path to improving the
standards and level of aerodrome
certi�ication, and commit to net zero
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TRIBUNE

“We must also encourage
public/private partnerships to
upgrade infrastructures, airport operations and ground
handling, integrate air cargo
to business models, and
invest in skills development.”

Emanuel Chaves
President, ACI Africa

I

TRIBUNE

tʼs with renewed pleasure that
we meet in Marrakesh after a
fruitful and rich conference in
Mombasa.
My deepest thanks goes to our host
for bringing together our airport
members and partners for another
promising and high-level event.

Quisque nec justo a turpis posuere tristique.
Maecenas condimentum tincidunt lorem. Vestibulum vel
tellus. Sed vulputate. Morbi massa nunc, convallis a,

It will be an opportunity to take stock
of progress regarding projects and
discuss about our common future.

4

The post-pandemic era opens
opportunities for Africa to unleash its
full potential by fostering innovative
solutions and new technologies
(touchless biometrics) in airport
processes for seamless travel and
enhanced passenger experience.
Thereʼs also a need to go green and
promote SAFs, renew ageing �leets,
increase non-aeronautical revenues
and minimise airport charges and
fees.
We must also encourage public/
private partnerships to upgrade
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infrastructures, airport operations
and ground handling, integrate air
cargo to business models, and invest
in skills development.
Poor connectivity, protectionism,
systemic and visa constraints are
hindrances whereas the SAATM
(Single African Air Transport Market),
AfCFTA (African Continental Free
Trade Area) and FMPP (Free
Movement of Persons Protocol) are
growth levers to ensure more
partnerships, businesses, tourism,
and competitiveness.
WAGA 2022 in Marrakesh is yet
another opportunity for African
airports to redesign their business
strategies, embrace innovation and
enhance a culture of safety and
health.
It is crucial to consolidate our
workforce, attract new talent and
develop new skills with technology
taking on an even more meaningful
role in our industry.

The sky is the limit.
Letʼs together discover and espouse
the numerous opportunities which
will help us face challenges in our
constantly evolving industry.
Most importantly, letʼs de�ine new
norms for a sustainable future.

EYE ON AFRICA

Africa
Not
Left
Behind

A

viation, being a global and an
interlinked activity, it is
undeniable that we are all in
it together, during good times as well
as bad ones.
The COVID-19 pandemic is a vivid
example particularly when the air
transport industry worldwide almost
came to a standstill.
It goes without saying that without the
help and support from all the regions of
the world, it is practically impossible to
recover sustainably from such an
unprecedented crisis. The recent
pandemic is clearly our best teacher.
Unfortunately, at some point in time
during the pandemic, Africa was left
behind in the process of circumventing
the virus, contrary to the motto of ICAO
Suspendisse
ligula. Sed
mollis
ʻNo Country
Left Behindʼ,
especially
tristique
mauris.
Nullam
nunc
with respect to the inequitable roll-out
nunc, aliquet et, tristique nec,
of e�ective vaccines on the continent.

This should not be repeated regarding the
net-zero objective of 2050 in the air
transport industry.
Approximately 11% of African airports by
tra�ic volume involve �inancing by private
investors through airport concession
agreements, compared to 75% in Europe
and about 43% globally.
As such, many African countries have no
choice than to rely on �inancing from
foreign states in Europe, China, or from
institutions such as the World Bank, the
African Development Bank, the European
Investment Bank, the French Development
Agency and the OPEC Development Fund,
amongst others, to achieve their goals,
especially for infrastructure development
to meet passenger demand growth.

adequately address forecast passenger
growth and sustainable development of the
airport industry in Africa.
Africa cannot do it alone. It will need the
support from the developed and advanced
economies in its quest to address the
current challenges in its air transport
industry whilst incorporating sustainable
initiatives into the future development of
this sector.
A new vision for a resilient and sustainable
African air transport industry is the new
normality for the continent.

Long-run baseline capital investment
forecasts suggest that a total of 32.3
billion USD will be needed up to 2040 to
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FEATURE

Mombasa to
Marrakech
A Wind of Change

“The theme of
WAGA 2022, ‘Sky’s
the limit:
Discovering
opportunities within
change’ sets the
tone of discussions
in the ochre city.”
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s ACI Africa goes further North
within Africa, the journey from
Mombasa to Marrakesh carves
the way of the airport industry, its supply
chain and ecosystem resolutely to tackle
present and future challenges.
Never have airports globally been so
decided to work together, putting their
common interests at the forefront.
Thatʼs one of the major lessons learnt
from the COVID-19 pandemic which
entailed a harsh historic crisis to which
airports responded with resilience.

Six months ago, when decision makers,
players and partners of the airport industry
met for the �irst in-person conference in
Mombasa since the outbreak of the
pandemic, the main topics were crisis
management and operational priorities to
bounce back on the road to recover ACI
Africa once again took the commitment to
help all airports through its un�linching
support, advice, guidelines, initiatives, and
tailor-made and a�ordable programmes
spearheaded by the African Airports
Development Programme (AADP). Barry
Kashambo Regional Director of ICAO ESAF

highlighted that ACI Africa had already set
up the African Airports Certi�ication
Program which is meant to complement the
APEX in Safety program in terms of assisting
African airports in the implementation of the
recommendations of the APEX review.
In Mombasa, ACI Africa signed signi�icant
partnership agreements with AFCAC and its
airport members, namely Kenya Airports
Authority, Limak AIBD Summa (LAS) SA of
Senegal, Sudan Airports Company Ltd
(SACL) and Summa Airports (SA) of Niger.
There was a collective pledge for a full
implementation of the SAATM which would
be bene�icial to air transport, airport
businesses and local economies.
At a time when the aviation industry is still
striving to reach the 2019 level, the ACI
Africa/World Conference and Exhibition
(WAGA 2022) comes at an opportune
moment.
More than 700 African and international
experts including representatives of ACI,
AFCAC, ICAO, IATA, AFRAA, CANSO, FAA,
TSA as well as 80 exhibitors are expected in
Marrakesh for WAGA 2022 hosted by the
O�ice National Des Aéroports.
"This meeting will reinforce our optimism
and our desire for a sustainable, safe and
irreversible recovery," says ONDA's Director
General, Mrs Habiba Laklalech.
What are the most appropriate innovative
solutions needed to shape and sustain the
future global airport landscape?
How to further enhance passenger
experience to meet their ever-changing
demands and exigencies?
Marrakesh will no doubt become a focal
point for sharing experiences and knowhow. It will be a one-of-a-kind opportunity to
set the way for the coming decades, which
will probably rhyme with reactivity,
revolution and disruption, while respecting
the strengths, constraints and speci�icities
of each airport.
Time has come to take consequential and
sustainable decisions together for the next

Scenes from the 67th ACI Africa Board and Committee Meetings, Regional
Conference & Exhibition held in Mombasa Kenya from the 12 - 18 March 2022.

leg of the journey.
It is the only way to grapple with
economic, technological and energy
challenges linked to the ongoing
Ukraine-Russia crisis, management,
good governance, �inancial and human
resources, training and the roadmap to
decarbonisation by 2050.
How to build a common vision in the face
of unequal access to infrastructure,
investment, safety, security, digital
solutions, innovation and cybersecurity?
The theme of WAGA 2022, “Skyʼs the

limit: Discovering opportunities within
change” sets the tone of discussions in the
ochre city.
The venue is extremely relevant. The
history of Marrakesh stretches back nearly
a thousand years ago since itʼs foundation
by the Almoravids as the capital of their
empire around 1070. The Kingdom of
Morocco itself is named after it.
Marrakesh will once more be the set for
great
decisions
and
unswerving
commitment.
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NET ZERO CARBON GOAL

ACI
Africa’s
Contribution
to the
Net Zero
Carbon Goal
A

CI member airports have been mitigating their carbon emissions for
almost 15 years through ACI Europeʼs �lagship Airport Carbon
Accreditation (ACA) program.

The ACA is the only institutionally endorsed, global carbon management
certi�ication program designed speci�ically for airports. It independently assesses
and recognises the e�orts of airports to manage and reduce carbon emissions
through 6 levels of certi�ication, providing airports with a common framework for

8
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active carbon management with measurable
goalposts. The 6 levels of certi�ication, in the growing
order of reaching closer to the net-zero goal, are:
Level 1: Mapping, Level 2: Reduction, Level 3:
Optimisation, Level 3+: Neutrality, level 4: Transformation
and
Level
4+:
Transition.
Currently, there are approximately 400 airports
accredited globally, across all ACI Regions (illustrated
below). On the African continent, 23 airports from 14
countries, representing 40 percent of the African
passenger tra�ic, have currently embarked on the
ACA program.
There are 11 accredited airports in 7 countries at
Level 1 'Mappingʼ and 9 accredited airports in 4
countries at level 2 'Reduction'. Two accredited
airports are at level 3 'Optimisationʼ, namely:
Aéroport de La Réunion Roland Garros in Reunion
Island and En�idha Hammamet International Airport
in Tunisia. At the ʻOptimisationʼ level, airports are
required to engage their third parties in carbon
footprint management, and these include: airlines
and various service providers, such as independent
ground handlers, catering companies, air tra�ic
control and others working on the airport site. The
only airport at level 3+ 'Neutrality' is FélixHouphouët-Boigny Abidjan International Airport in
Côte DʼIvoire.
A new Sustainable Aviation Academy
Africa should not be left behind in the race towards
the Net Carbon Zero Goal. ACI Africa will leave no
stone unturned in this quest. In this context, ACI
Africa is proud to announce the launch of its
Sustainable Aviation Academy (SAA), in partnership
with its business partner ENVISA, with a �irst series of
six courses linked to the theme of sustainable
airports.
Within the ambit of the African Airports Development
Program, the SAA online platform provides
participants with a unique and �lexible learning
experience, with each course delivered over a period
of 4 weeks, inclusive of modules and assessments to
be completed online as well as mid-term live webinars
with an instructor. Participants are thus able to gather
knowledge and expertise in sustainable airport
development at their own pace.
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GRADIENTMGZ

400 ACCREDITED
AIRPORTS GLOBALLY
52
in North America

207
in Europe

64
in Asia-Pacific

54
in Latin America
& Caribbean

Welcoming

4.4 billion
passengers
per year

23
in Africa

in 80
countries
across
the world

or 48.2%
of global air
passenger
traffic*

Visit our
interactive results website
www.airportCO2.org
@AirportCO2
GRADIENTMGZ
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TECHNOLOGY SPEAK

Technology
at African
Airports
Post
COVID19
“As passengers return to
the skies, addressing
issues, like passenger
health control, long lines
and crowding at
checkpoints, baggage
mishandling, and so on,
will be critical to
ensuring full profitable
recovery and enabling
safe and frictionless
travel.”
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emand for air transport is
increasing in Africa and the
rest of the world after the
devastating e�ect that Covid-19
pandemic had on air transport including
airports.
Due
to
the
physical
infrastructure nature of airports and the
economic regulatory framework for
airports, airports could not easily
repurpose their business models as the
pandemic continued to plunge their
businesses.

Therefore,
airports
resorted
to
temporarily and permanently laying o�
employees as a means to calibrate their
business models.
However, as normality starts to return, the
shortage of sta� is being experienced by
African airports in all areas of the airport
especially IT sta� which have become
very mobile and widely sought after by
the aviation industry and other industries.
According to ACI, the total passenger

tra�ic for airports worldwide fell by 32.8%
for the �irst six months of 2022 compared
to the same period in 2019. Africaʼs total
passenger tra�ic was down by 24.3% for
the �irst six months of 2022 compared to
the same period in 2019.
Africaʼs recovery is still lagging one year
behind the rest of the world which may be
to Africaʼs advantage; allowing Africa to
learn from other nations and possibly
leapfrog the adoption of new technologies

and innovative practices.
The advent of Covid-19 highlighted the
need for touchless technologies and
biometrics/face recognition technology.
The speedy adoption of these
technologies was facilitated by the need
for airports to be health accredited, boost
passenger con�idence and satisfaction
and be safe spaces for passengers to start
travelling again. Whilst the need was felt
throughout African airports, the debate
on whether these technology investments

were a good return for the long-term,
continued
to
linger.
Technology
investments are signi�icant and therefore
their business cases need to make sense
for the immediate term and the long term,
especially in cash-strapped African
countries.
The need for African airports to digitalise
and automate time-costly processes
existed prior to Covid-19. The biggest
factor for the resistance has always been

ACI AFRICA
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how then do African airports retrain and
repurpose their sta�, after automating the
previously manual processes. This concern
has partly been addressed by the redesign on
the business models during Covid-19; which
had to rely on less sta�. The remaining sta�
are currently stretched and thus digitalising
the manual processes will improve sta�
morale and satisfaction.

However, cost-e�ective solutions are
still a priority. This has partly been
addressed by agile, and scalable
technology platforms, such as cloud and
biometric
technology
solutions.
Technology apps using mobile phones
have also been introduced at various
African airports with varied success.
With the establishment of the Africa
Continental Free Trade Area (AfCTA),
the Single Africa Air Transport Market
(SAATM) and the Free Movement of
Persons Protocol (FMPP), the discussion
for IT o�icials in Africa is now moving
towards how does Africa develop a OneAfrica technology solutions using
ACIʼs
Community
Recommended
Information Services, known as ACRIS.
ACRIS sets the standard for information
and data exchange in the aviation
community as it de�ines a framework for
airports, airlines, partners and suppliers
to share information across di�erent
companies and providers in a consistent

and seamless manner.
Whilst the implementation of One-Africa
advances, it is also reassuring that the
technology solutions, required to expedite
its implementation, are also becoming
a�ordable. These technologies cover
African airports that vary in sizes from
small to large.
As passengers return to the skies,
addressing issues, like passenger health
control, long lines and crowding at
checkpoints, baggage mishandling, and so
on, will be critical to ensuring full pro�itable
recovery and enabling safe and frictionless
travel. For example, in SITA's Baggage IT
Insights 2022, the global mishandled
baggage rate increased by 24% to 4.35
bags per thousand passengers in 2021
compared to 2020. Similarly, we have seen
the pressure, the rapid recovery in Europe
has put on airports and airlines. As tra�ic
increases in Africa, these types of
challenges will grow.
Airports and airlines must ensure their
technology infrastructure is �lexible with
cloud and API-enabled platforms and
connectivity solutions to enable the use of
next-generation common use capabilities,
remote and mobile-enabled operations,
coupled with cost e�iciency and �lexible
operational scalability. In this context,
NEXTT, the New Experience Travel
Technologies, a joint initiative of ACI and

IATA, encapsulates the shared
vision of both associations for the
future of travel encompassing the
complete journey from home to end
destination by focusing on three
concepts for passengers, baggage,
cargo and aircraft operations,
namely: (i) o�-airport activities, (ii)
advanced processing technology
such as robotics and biometrics,
and (iii) interactive decisionmaking.
Coming back to Africa, the secondlargest and second-most populous
continent, is unfortunately still
lagging behind when it comes to the
introduction and use of technology
in harnessing the power of data, and
delivering new and innovative
passenger processing and improved customer experience at
airports. This current state is mainly
due to barriers posed by the current
complexity
of
introducing
digitalisation in airport processes,
data ownership issues, lack of
stakeholdersʼ
collaboration,
regulatory obstacles to enable fully
online or mobile processes and
funding priorities not necessarily
geared towards technology and
innovation. Data ownership is also a
huge challenge in Africa with
governments claiming the sole
ownership and not allowing third
parties to access, verify or use
biometric data. Nevertheless, over
the last years, a few countries in
Africa, such as South Africa,
Morocco and Ghana, have started to
introduce technology to improve
the overall passenger experience.
For African airports, the time is
opportune
to
engage
in
collaborative platforms ensuring a
harmonisation of aviation processes
so as to improve, once for all, on the
e�iciency of processes at all levels
whilst guaranteeing passengers
with a safe, secure, healthy and
seamless air travel experience
within and out of Africa. Put simply,
technology will be seen as the main
factor that will change the future of
the passenger experience in Africa.
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69TH ACI AFRICA BOARD & COMMITTEE MEETINGS,
REGIONAL CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION
KIGALI, RWANDA

MARCH 2023

Graciously hosted by Rwanda Airports Company (RAC),
The operator of Kigali International Airport.

AIRPORT SAFETY IN AFRICA

The African
Airports
Certification
Assistance
Program

A

CI Africa has now taken the
assistance provided to African
airports in the certi�ication
process to the next level with an integrated
approach towards aerodrome certi�ication
to enhance airport safety and meet the
Abuja targets.
According to the Abuja Safety Declaration of
2012, all international aerodromes were to
be fully certi�ied by 2018. The latest �igure
indicates that only 45% of these aerodromes
are certi�ied despite around the 55 APEX in
safety reviews conducted on the continent.
ACI Africa has come up with the African
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Airports Certi�ication Assistance Program
under the AADP to complement the APEX
program and ensure a thorough follow-up
and
implementation
of
the
recommendations of the APEX reviews.
It is designed to monitor the APEX reviews
in assisting airports in e�iciently enacting
the guidance and bridging the gaps
identi�ied in the APEX reviews or by any
other safety audits conducted internally,
by the civil aviation authorities or by any
other independent institution.
The assistance encompasses specialised
expert services in speci�ic areas of safety,

security, emergency, and operations,
amongst others, and involves the following
1. A follow-up to determine the extent of
implementation of the recommendations of
the APEX in Safety reviews, if same has
been carried out at the airport concerned.
2. In case of the absence of an APEX in
Safety review, a detailed assessment of the
aerodrome to be conducted in line with the
certi�ication requirements.
3. On-site missions to review infrastructure,
systems, facilities and services to eliminate
or mitigate remaining non-conformities
during the audit inspection for the
certi�ication by the authorities concerned.
4. Drafting of required manuals, such as the
Aerodrome Manual, Safety Management
System and Airport Emergency Plan, which
are all mandatory documents in the
certi�ication process.
5. Training of key personnel in the �ields of
Annex 14, Aerodrome Ground Aids, Safety
Management System, Airport Rescue and
Fire�ighting, Airport Emergency Planning,
Obstacle limitation Surfaces, Wildlife
Hazard Management and Global Reporting
Format, amongst others.
ACI Africa is thus adopting a pragmatic
approach regarding parameters which go
beyond on-ground infrastructure. Human
elements are at the core of all its safety and
certi�ication programs as well as its
customer-centric vision.

EDITORIAL
The African Airports

Development Program (AADP)
AADP PROGRAM PROCESS CHART
Request through
Regional
Institutions

Request from
African Airports

Airport Needs
Analysis by
ACI Africa

African Airports
Development
Program

Depending on the
complexity, carry out
expert mission(s) on site &
or remotely for thorough
assessment of specific
needs

ACI Africa
Training
Programme

Route to
CPE
Certification

Aerodrome
Certification
Assistance

In-class/
on-site Virtual
courses Courses

Competency

On-the-job
Training
Technical
Assistance

Sustainable University
Aviation Masters
Academy (coming soon)

Proficiency
Expertise

Documentation
Assistance

https://www.aci-africa.aero/aadp/

AIR TRAFIC TRENDS

Upside &
Downside
Risks in Traffic
Recovery in
Africa

A

ir travel has seen an uptick in the
second half of 2022, moving the
industry closer to its recovery.
There are clear signs of a surge in air travel
demand resulting from a combination of
accumulated savings by consumers
during
the
pandemic,
vacation
deprivation felt by many leisure travellers
and the desire to reconnect with families,
friends and/or colleagues.
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Many industry analysts refer to it as
“revenge travel,” as passengers rush to
take to the skies after being homebound
for the last two years.
From January to June 2022, the global
passenger tra�ic recorded a downfall of
32.8% compared to the same period in
2019. Africa has been faring better
recording a decline of only 24.3% for the

period under review. While many
indicators are pointing towards the
recovery, the industry is also facing some
noteworthy headwinds such as the war
between Russia and Ukraine which has
triggered a rise in energy prices a�ecting
the cost of travel. These risks could
unfortunately weaken and even delay the
aviation industry recovery in the shortterm.

Over the �irst two years of the pandemic,
the COVID-19 outbreak reduced the
number of passengers at the worldʼs
airports by 10.2 billion. For the full year
2021, the pandemic removed 4.6 billion
passengers
compared
to
2019,
representing a loss of 50.3% of global
passenger tra�ic. Last year, 114.8 million
passengers were processed through
African airports, which accounted for
about 50% less passengers than in 2019.
Among the top 10 African airports in
passenger tra�ic performance in 2021
(shown in the table below), Cairo
International Airport in Egypt led the pack,
recording more than 11.3 million
passengers. South Africa's OR Tambo
International Airport and Nigeria's Murtala
Muhammed International Airport followed
recording 8.2 and 5.7 million passengers
respectively. Egyptʼs Cairo, Hurghada and
Sharm El Sheikh International Airports led
international passenger tra�ic, recording a
movement of 9.3, 4.5 and 3.9 million
passengers respectively.
The domestic passenger tra�ic was
dominated by OR Tambo International
Airport (South Africa), Nnamdi Azikiwe
International Airport (Nigeria) and Cape
Town international Airport (South Africa)
with a movement of 6.0, 4.8 and 4.2
million passengers respectively.
Projecting the path to recovery at this point
is still an exercise requiring prudence.

ACI AFRICA
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Global passenger traffic is expected to
improve significantly in 2022 to reach
76% of what it was in 2019, with
traffic for 2022 totalling close to 7
billion. Full recovery to 2019 levels
at the global level is forecast for
2024.

Africa is also expected to pursue the
positive recovery path in 2022,
reaching around 80% of its 2019 level
by year end. Due to its dependence on
international tra�ic, Africa will however
remain part of the adversely impacted
regions and is expected to make a full
recovery to 2019 levels only in 2024.

These charts illustrate the projected recovery for
the different regions of the world

June 2022
REGIONS

For Africa, there is need to work closely
with governments to ensure that lessons
are learnt from the recent and ongoing
turbulent times so that the continent
emerges stronger than before.

MONTH

% vs
2021

% vs
YTD June 2022
2019

% vs
2021

% vs
2019

INTERNATIONAL PASSENGERS (000s)
AFR
World

8 677
220 825

116.5
216.7

(18.6)
(31.1)

41 482
928 885

120.6
267.7

(30.4)
(43.7)

(13.4)
(17.2)

26 946
1 499 547

51.1
34.7

(10.9)
(23.4)

(17.5)
(23.9)

69 980
2 457 686

86.9
76.5

(24.3)
(32.8)

DOMESTIC PASSENGERS (000s)
AFR
World

4 380
286 011

43.7
24.5

TOTAL PASSENGERS (000s)
AFR
World

13 342
511 978

84.9
68.0

This table above provides a comparison between the month of June 2022 and
year-to-date June 2022 compared to the similar periods in 2019 and 2021.
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Hello!
We are ACI Africa

A

CI Africa, the Voice of African Airports, has a prime objective to represent and advance the
collective interests of African airports, while promoting professional excellence in airport
operations and management.

Our team of professionals drawn from all over Africa works tirelessly to provide e�icient and quality
programs and services to achieve safe, secure, and sustainable development of the air transport industry in
the region.

The ACI Africa Secretariat Team

Mr. Ali Tounsi

Mr. Romesh Bhoyroo

Mrs. Thabile Mathe

Ms. Samia Boussaid

Mrs. Nezha Karbal

Secertary General

Director, Strategy & Business
Devlopment

Director Facilitation,
Technology & Innovation

Manager Program
Development

Manager Events & Logistics

Mr. Mostafa Jbara

MS. Waheeda Lawal
Suleiman

Mrs. Yacine Kebe

Mr. Stéphane
Courtois

Mr. Naoufel Khiari

Manager Training and
Development / Secretary
Regional Committee on
Security

Secretary, Regional
Committee Economics

Manager Strategy &
Programme Development /
Secretary Regional
Committees on HR &
Environment

Secretary, Regional
Committee Safety / Technical

Manager Safety and
Technical

ACI Africa Quick Facts:

Mr. Elĳah Miano

Mrs. Naima El Amrani

Manager, Communications

Events and Logistics
Coordinator

71
Airport
Members

56
Business
Partners

More than
265
Operated
Airports

53
Countries

In 2021, ACI Africa airports handled 115
million passengers & 2.15million tonnes of
cargo.
2.15
Million
Tonnes Cargo

ACI AFRICA
MAGAZINE

115
Million
Passengers
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AFRICA l WORLD

AirportsCouncil International
Africa/World

WORLD ANNUAL
GENERAL
ASSEMBLY
CONFERENCE
& EXHIBITION

Marrakech
Morocco

22-26
October 2022
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GRADIENTMGZ

Leading, Representing and Serving
The Global Airport Community
www.aci-africa.aero
GRADIENTMGZ
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